Grand Canyon Wolf Recovery Project’s Wild & Scenic Film Festival On Tour 2022 Film Program
In-person Flagstaff event on October 29, 2022
Video on demand available from October 30 – November 3, 2022

The Magical Forest and the Things – 4 minutes: Dave and Callie (6 years old) spent the first three
weeks of Covid19 distancing in a make-shift shared studio now called the Quarantine Attic. It's an
original story depicting a critical yet child-like observation of human consumption habits and the social
reinforcements that influence it. Winner “Best Kid’s Film” 2022 Wild & Scenic Film Festival.
Goodbye Home – 6 minutes: As bushfires approach a small, Australian coastal town, animal and human
families prepare to evacuate their homes.
Tule Elk – The Killing of a Native Species – 8 minutes: The National Park Service plans to kill native
Tule elk to provide more grass for cows in our National Park.
Vet in the Wild – 8 minutes: A wildlife vet at Gorongosa National Park protects the country's endangered
species while mentoring a new generation of Mozambican conservationists.
True Wild: The Real Story of Wolves on Ted Turner's Montana Ranch – 20 minutes: Val Asher is
one of the world’s most knowledgeable biologists on wolf behavior. Having spent more than 20 years
working with wolves – and more than 10 on Ted Turner’s Flying D ranch in Montana – her wisdom and
insights are invaluable in demystifying one of North America’s most elusive animals.

Intermission

One Star Reviews – 2 minutes: They say National Parks are America's greatest idea. Some of the most
beautiful and sacred places in all the world. Well, for some people... there's still room for improvement!
Don’t Feed the Coyotes – 30 minutes: Across neighboring territories and over four years, Coyote on the
Block observes the intertwined lives of San Francisco's urban coyotes. Told through two animals and the
starkly different researchers observing them, it's part-human, part-nature and meditates on the lines we've
drawn between the two.
Finding Gulo – The Movement to Save Wolverines – 27 minutes: “Finding Gulo'' follows a
backcountry ski guide & field biologist who set out to document an elusive population of wolverines.
This short film celebrates the power of citizen science to protect endangered wildlife in the face of
climate change.

